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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to editor’s comments

>> 1 Please provide email addresses for all the authors on the title page.
corrected

>> 2 Please remove the Competing Interests section from the title page as this should be included in Declarations section at the end of the manuscript.
moved to the declarations section

>> 3 Abstract: the Abstract should not exceed 350 words and should be structured with a background, main body of the abstract and short conclusion.
the abstract does not exceed 350 words. Sections changed accordingly

>> 4 Text: the main text should be structured to Background, Main text, and Conclusions. For the main text, it may also be broken into subsections with short, informative headings. I would suggest you to move the current Methods, Results and Discussion as the subsections of the main text.
changed

>> 5 Upon resubmission, please make sure that your manuscript contains the following seven sections under the heading 'Declarations' at the end of the main text:

(1) Ethics approval and consent to participate
(2) Consent for publication
Please state Not Applicable as your manuscript doesn't contain any individual identifying data
(3) Availability of data and material
Please include a section 'Availability of data and materials' in Declarations. Availability of Data and Materials refers to the raw data-set upon which the summary statistics in the manuscript are based. For your information: Here are some examples of Availability of Data and Materials statements that you may choose to adapt if you wish:

• The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available in the [NAME] repository, [PERSISTENT WEB LINK TO DATASETS]
• The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
• The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due [REASON WHY DATA ARE NOT PUBLIC] but are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
• The datasets generated and analysed during the current study are not publicly available due [REASON WHY DATA ARE NOT PUBLIC].

(4) Competing interests
(5) Funding

All sources of funding for the research reported should be declared. The role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript should be declared.

(6) Authors' contributions

Please list all the authors with the initials in this section. Please also ensure that all authors have read and approved the final version and add a statement confirming this.

For example: ‘AB carried out the molecular genetic studies, participated in the sequence alignment and drafted the manuscript. BC participated in the design of the study, carried out immunoassays and performed the statistical analysis. CD conceived of the study, and participated in its design and coordination. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

(7) Acknowledgements

Please only use this section to acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the article who does not meet the criteria for authorship including anyone who provided professional writing services or materials. Authors should obtain permission to acknowledge from all those mentioned in the Acknowledgements section. If no acknowledgements are necessary then please state 'None'.

You may want to state NA for some of the above sections, but the section heading must be present.

corrected

>> 6 Please state whether the maps depicted in your figures are your own or taken from another source. If taken from another source please acknowledge the source in the figure legend, and if it is under copyright also state the written permission given to use and adapt it. If the above conditions are not met the image needs to be removed. Please note the editors may request proof of permission at any time. Should you require an alternative source you may wish to try Wikimedia Commons: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

we have provided information in the legends that the „maps were adapted from Bing©GeoNames, HERE, MSFT, Microsoft, NavInfo, Thinkware Extract, Wikipedia. Written permission is not necessary.

>> 7 Upon resubmission, Please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Please ensure the document is in the final form for publication; please upload only files that are to be published. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files. If you wish to
respond to these revision requests, please insert the information in to the designated input box only.
clean version provided